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Abstract
This paper explores whether adding Discourse Relation (DR) features improves the naturalness of neural statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) in English. We hypothesize first - in the light of several previous studies - that DRs have a dedicated prosodic encoding. Secondly, we hypothesize that encoding DRs in a speech synthesizer’s input will improve the naturalness of its output. In order to test our hypotheses, we prepare a dataset of DR-annotated transcriptions of audiobooks in English. We then perform an acoustic analysis of the corpus which supports our first hypothesis that DRs are acoustically encoded in speech prosody. The analysis reveals significant correlation between specific DR categories and acoustic features, such as F0 and intensity. Then, we use the corpus to train a neural SPSS system in two configurations: a baseline configuration making use only of conventional linguistic features, and an experimental one where these are supplemented with DRs. Augmenting the inputs with DR features improves objective acoustic scores on a test set and leads to significant preference by listeners in a forced choice AB test for naturalness.

Index Terms: speech synthesis, discourse, prosody

1. Introduction
Although there has been considerable progress in improving the quality of synthetic voices over the past ten years, the great majority of text-to-speech (TTS) systems are still not capable of persuading listeners that they are hearing natural speech. Natural-sounding output is important for many applications of TTS, but producing such output is a very complex task since naturalness depends on many aspects that are hard to predict, especially while relying only on the context of a single sentence. Yet most TTS systems still do not consider linguistic context beyond the current sentence. This is particularly limiting for the synthesis of multi-sentence texts, such as audiobooks. The long-range structures in such texts should indeed be reflected in the acoustic properties of the speech in order to sound natural. Taking a wider context of text into account is necessary to enable a better understanding of the semantic context of the utterance. This additional information would facilitate better prediction of sentence prosody.

In this work we focus on one type of feature that provides additional within-sentence information by taking the wider context into account, derived from discourse relations (DRs). According to computational theories of discourse, DRs express the logical structures that connect different parts of a text. DR theory is one of the most successful and widely used theories in computational discourse, with applications in summarization and sentiment analysis among others. Furthermore multiple studies have provided evidence that DRs have dedicated acoustic encodings. Some have focused only on the prosody of DRs \cite{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, for example while others have succeeded in automatically recognizing DRs with some accuracy \cite{6, 7}. One study, in particular, showed that DRs can be useful to improve HMM-based speech synthesis in Mandarin \cite{8}. Previous work thus suggests that DRs could help increase the naturalness of synthesized speech.

In this work we investigate whether adding additional features derived from DRs to the input of a neural network (NN)-based SPSS system improves the naturalness of a synthetic English voice.\textsuperscript{1} As there are acquiring DRs to their acoustic realizations, we create a dataset by automatically annotating four audiobooks, read by a native English speaker, with a state-of-the-art discourse parser. Before attempting to use DRs in speech synthesis, we first verify that they have dedicated prosodic encodings in our dataset. This is done by comparing the acoustic correlates of spoken text within each of the five most frequent DRs to comparable spoken text not within a DR. We find the DRs to be prosodically encoded in both F0 and intensity (Section 5). Motivated by these findings, we build synthetic voices using DR information (Section 6) and evaluate them against a baseline voice (Section 7). Our results show that the DR-derived features improve the naturalness of synthetic speech both according to objective acoustic measures (of F0, intensity, duration) and to human judgements.

2. Related work
Discourse Relations (DRs) express how different segments (i.e. elementary discourse units (EDUs)) of a text are logically connected \cite{11}. Although over the years there have been various versions of DR theory, differing for example in the list of DR categories. The two most widely used annotation frameworks are Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) \cite{12} and that of the Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) \cite{13}. Given their popularity in Natural Language Processing applications, over the years the acoustic correlates of DRs have motivated several studies. Some focus on DR prosody \cite{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}; others experimented with automatic classification of DRs \cite{6, 14, 17} or only discourse connectives in speech \cite{15}. In general, prior work supports the hypothesis that DRs do indeed have acoustic correlates.

Encoding discourse structure in TTS systems is still a relatively unexplored field. Recent work has focused on generic paragraph-based features \cite{16, 17}. In this work we propose an approach to encode DR information in neural statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS). To the best of our knowledge, the only directly comparable prior work is \cite{8}. Our work differs from in the following aspects, among others: (i) they used Mandarin Chinese while we investigate English (the two being quite different in their prosody since the first is a tone language and the second is not); (ii) they used HMM-based TTS while we explore how to encode discourse features in neural SPSS;

\textsuperscript{1}This project was developed across two MSc dissertations (\cite{9}, \cite{10}), to which we refer you for further details.
3.2. Can discourse relations improve TTS?

We test two hypotheses:

\(H_{11}:\) DRs are prosodically encoded.

\(H_{12}:\) Using DRs improves the naturalness of neural SPPS.

We validate \(H_{11}\) before testing \(H_{12}\): acoustic encoding of DRs must be detectable if an SPSS system is expected to predict it.

3.1. Do discourse relations have acoustic correlates?

If DRs are acoustically encoded, a speaker will produce variation in their prosody in order to convey discourse information, compared to utterance segments where there is no DR. We hypothesize that there will be a significant difference between DR segments and non-DR segments for certain acoustic features. We also suppose that each DR will be encoded differently. All DRs are linguistic features that hold over spans of words, so they are much less frequent than smaller units such as syllables. We therefore require a corpus large enough to have multiple occurrences of each type of DR. We chose the corpus from the Blizzard Challenge 2012 [18], which includes four audiobooks, read by the same American English male speaker and freely available on LibriVox.org. This dataset contains 27,320 utterances, paired with automatically generated word- and phone-labelled alignments and confidence scores indicating how well the labels are likely to match the book sentences. With more than 50 hours of speech, we considered this corpus large enough; [8]’s system yielded improvements using 10 hours of training data. Moreover, the narrative nature of the audiobooks ensures expressive speech with long-range coherence. This means that DR prosody will reflect extra-sentential context, allowing access to the complete discourse structure. Finally, using this corpus makes comparison with the results in [10] possible.

The only drawback of this corpus is that it is not annotated with DRs. We automatically annotated it using a discourse parser. Contrary to [10] who used a PDAT-based parser [19], we selected the RST-based FastNLPParser [20], built on the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [21]. This parser was used by [7] who found that DRs could be automatically recognized with good accuracy. Moreover, as [8] used RST for DR-augmented TTS and observed a slight preference toward their DR-enriched voice, it confirmed us that RST could be a good framework. FastNLPParser is one of the best RST parsers currently available, with micro-averaged F1 scores of 65.3 for satellite identification, 54.2 for nucleus, 45.1 for relation labelling and 44.2 for full DR identification on the standard Parseval procedure [22]. It is particularly easy to use as it does not require any pre-formating of the input text.

The text of the books was processed by FastNLPParser in paragraph-sized chunks, which allows the tool to extract DRs across sentence boundaries (as in [10], [8] and [7]). From the discourse structure obtained in this way, we only kept DRs for which the two EDUs were adjacent leaves of the discourse tree, as in [10] and [7]). This was done in order to prevent any interference from nested DRs or extrinsic DRs separating the two EDUs. Since the parsing was done automatically and will therefore contain some error, focusing on adjacent leaves also helps with the reliability of the results, limiting the propagation of mistakes to higher levels of the discourse tree.

We then discarded sentences for which the automatic alignment’s confidence score was less than 100%. We also decided to focus on the five most frequent DR types in order to have enough examples to train our SPSS system, shown in Table 1. The five DR types used are explained in Table 2. Our parsed corpus thus contained 19,349 utterances, and more than 10 hours of training data. Moreover, the narrative nature of the audiobooks ensures expressive speech with long-range coherence. This means that DR prosody will reflect extra-sentential context, allowing access to the complete discourse structure. Finally, using this corpus makes comparison with the results in [10] possible.

The only drawback of this corpus is that it is not annotated with DRs. We automatically annotated it using a discourse parser. Contrary to [10] who used a PDAT-based parser [19], we selected the RST-based FastNLPParser [20], built on the Stanford CoreNLP toolkit [21]. This parser was used by [7] who found that DRs could be automatically recognized with good accuracy. Moreover, as [8] used RST for DR-augmented TTS and observed a slight preference toward their DR-enriched voice, it confirmed us that RST could be a good framework. FastNLPParser is one of the best RST parsers currently available, with micro-averaged F1 scores of 65.3 for satellite identification, 54.2 for nucleus, 45.1 for relation labelling and 44.2 for full DR identification on the standard Parseval procedure [22]. It is particularly easy to use as it does not require any pre-formating of the input text.

The text of the books was processed by FastNLPParser in paragraph-sized chunks, which allows the tool to extract DRs across sentence boundaries (as in [10], [8] and [7]). From the discourse structure obtained in this way, we only kept DRs for which the two EDUs were adjacent leaves of the discourse tree, as in [10] and [7]). This was done in order to prevent any interference from nested DRs or extrinsic DRs separating the two EDUs. Since the parsing was done automatically and will therefore contain some error, focusing on adjacent leaves also helps with the reliability of the results, limiting the propagation of mistakes to higher levels of the discourse tree.

We then discarded sentences for which the automatic alignment’s confidence score was less than 100%. We also decided to focus on the five most frequent DR types in order to have enough examples to train our SPSS system, shown in Table 1. The five DR types used are explained in Table 2. Our parsed corpus thus contained 19,349 utterances, and more than 31 hours of speech. Some of the utterances did not take part in any DR whereas other utterances contained one or more DR of the following types: attribution (ATT), background (BAC), contrast (CON), elaboration (ELA) and joint (JOIN).

The proportion of DRs that span adjacent sentences varied depending on the type of DR: 9.6% of the ELA relations, 3.0% of the JOI relations, 1.5% of the CON relations, 1.1% of the BAC relations (and roughly 0% of the ATTR relations) were split across two sentences.

5. Acoustic analysis

To test hypothesis \(H_{11}\) – that DRs have acoustic correlates – we compared utterance segments labelled with a DR with segments with no assigned DR (NDR). DR segments did not include any information about EDUs; they only indicated time boundaries and their type of DR. We used Praat [23] to extract the follow-
Table 3: Statistical significance of DRs to predict acoustic features. p-values are reported as '***' for $p < 0.001$, '**' for $p < 0.01$, '*' for $p < 0.05$ and '.' for $p < 0.1$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATT</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAC</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CON</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELA</td>
<td></td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOI</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Discourse-augmented TTS

We tested H1 by building two neural SPSS voices which could then be compared: a baseline voice (BASE) without DR features and an experimental voice (wDRS) to which DR features were added. DR features aside, the two voices used the same parameters and were built identically.

Linguistic features for the baseline voice were obtained from the text transcription using Festival [24] (e.g. phone identity, phone’s neighbours, part-of-speech of the word), which were then force-aligned with the audio. Identical acoustic features were used for both BASE and wDRS; these consisted of mel-cepstral coefficients, band aperiodicities, and F0 on a logarithmic scale, extracted at 5 ms intervals with a modified version of the open-source vocoder WORLD [25] (DRC edition [26]). Duration models and acoustic models to map from linguistic to acoustic features were trained using Merlin, an open-source toolkit for building neural SPSS systems [27]. The toolkit’s default hyperparameters were used, except the batch size which was changed to 32 due to memory constraints. Each model was a feed-forward deep NN (DNN) of 6 hidden layers of 1024 tanh units each; training was done with plain stochastic gradient descent with an initial learning rate of 0.02 which was decayed over 25 epochs of training. This DNN architecture and training regime was chosen as it had been used in previous research on naturalness and had yielded good results (e.g.[28]).

The only difference between BASE and wDRS was that DR-type was added to each frame of linguistic features in the case of wDRS. Thus the linguistic feature vectors used by wDRS were 422 instead of 416-dimensional, with one 1-hot encoding of DR type (including NDR).

7. Evaluation

Once the models were trained, audio was generated for a test set, which was then evaluated objectively and subjectively.

7.1. Objective evaluation

For the objective evaluation, we first retrieved various measurements from the validation and test sets to evaluate how close to natural speech the synthesized utterances were. For duration, we computed root-mean-square error (RMSE) and correlation. For the acoustic model, we computed the mel-cepstral distortion (MCD), the distortion of band aperiodicities (BAP), the F0 RMSE, F0 correlation and voiced/unvoiced error (VIUV). We also performed the same acoustic analysis that was previously done to test H1 on natural speech (section 5) but this time on the synthetic speech generated by the two voices. This tested whether either of the two voices generate significantly different prosody for DRs compared to NDRs.

7.2. Subjective evaluation

For the subjective evaluation we performed a listening test with 30 English native speakers with no hearing impairment. All participants took the test with Beyerdynamic DT770 headphones in an soundproof booth and were paid for taking part. The listening test comprised 60 forced-choice preference questions. The questions were of two different types: (1) choose the more natural-sounding of two renditions of the same text (2) choose the more natural-sounding of two renditions of the same text, when preceded by a segment of natural speech to serve as contextual prosodic cue.

There were 30 questions of each type: 5 for each of the 6 DR types (including NDR). We chose pairs of utterances that sounded different enough and that only included a single occurrence of a DR (or none for NDRs) so we could isolate each DR. We based our selection on the comparison of the measurements used for the acoustic analysis and on a subjective appreciation of the difference. The questions were put in a random order so the listener would not be bored and would remain attentive, and also to remove any ordering effect. 5 additional questions with a comparison between natural and synthesized speech were included to ensure that participants conducted the task properly and detect cheating. The natural speech utterances were vocoded with WORLD [25] to give them the same signal quality as the synthetic speech.
Validation set | Test set
--- | ---
BASE | wDRs | BASE | wDRs
Dur corr | 0.701 | 0.701 | 0.690 | 0.691
MCD (dB) | 5.823 | 5.713 | 5.855 | 5.744
BAP (dB) | 0.283 | 0.279 | 0.284 | 0.281
F0 RMSE (Hz) | 34.172 | 33.824 | 34.714 | 32.204
F0 corr | 0.404 | 0.435 | 0.395 | 0.437
V/UV (%) | 7.006 | 6.958 | 6.993 | 6.931

Table 4: Comparison of objective duration and acoustic measurements

8. Results

The results of the objective evaluation are reported in Table 4. From the acoustic measurements, we can see in Table 4 that, although the results of both voices are quite similar, wDRs usually performs better than BASE. This tendency can be observed on both validation and test set. The results from our second objective evaluation were less clear. Neither of the two voices seem to perform better and to replicate exactly what we had observed during our analysis of real speech. However, the addition of DR features did create variation in the way utterances were synthesized, since the significant acoustic parameters that can be predicted by the type of DR varied depending on the voice.

From the subjective evaluation, the results of both preference tests are presented in Figure 1. Overall, wDRs was significantly preferred over BASE (two proportion z-test, \( p < 0.001 \)). This preference can also be clearly observed for all relation types, except for ATT (two proportion z-test, \( p < 0.001 \) for all relation types, except ATT (\( p = 0.729 \))). The addition of a contextual natural speech segment had no significant impact on the preference towards wDRs, except for ELA, where it became non-significant. This can probably be explained by the fact that the ELA utterances (synthesized + natural speech segments) were generally longer, which might have prevented hearing the differences distinctively.

9. Discussion

Our experiments indicate that DRs are acoustically-encoded and that the addition of DR features creates variation in synthesized utterances. However, our results do not clearly indicate what impact DRs have on the acoustic realization of an utterance. We might question whether we focused on the most relevant prosodic features or if our measurements were influenced by other variables such as duration or position of the sentence in the paragraph as mentioned in [29].

Nevertheless, the listening test clearly indicated that wDRs performed better than BASE. Our results show that the addition of DR features to a TTS system did indeed significantly improve the naturalness of synthesized speech. The objective measurements that compared output from our two voices to natural speech showed that wDRs was better than BASE. Moreover, the listening test also indicated a preference for wDRs over BASE from our participants with regards to the naturalness of both voices. We can therefore affirm that DRs are features that can help make synthesized speech sound more natural.

10. Conclusions

These experiments attempted to improve the naturalness of SPSS with the addition of DR features. Our results showed that DR features are indeed a useful addition to a TTS system as they help create a significantly more natural-sounding voice. We have thus succeeded in combining the DR framework of [8] with a neural SPSS system [10] to produce conclusive results.

However, it must be acknowledged that the automatic parsing of our corpus is certainly not 100% accurate. A large, manually-annotated speech database would be better. It could also be interesting to further investigate which other acoustic parameters are varied by speakers in their acoustic realization of DRs. More fine-grained DR features (e.g. subunits of DRs) may help, given enough data. Our neural TTS system had a very simple architecture which could easily be improved in future.

In conclusion, we have shown that TTS would benefit from further research regarding DRs and other long-span textual features such as co-reference. Current TTS systems are missing a general understanding of the relations between utterances.
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